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ABSTRAK 

Dalam penyelidikan ini, model Artificial Neural Network (ANN) telah dibuat untuk 

ramalan jualan. Penyelidikan ini mencadangkan penggunaan ANN untuk ramalan jualan 

sebagai alternatif kepada teknik ramalan konvensional. Objektif utama penyelidikan ini 

adalah untuk mencipta ANN yang boleh cuba meramalkan jualan masa depan dengan 

tepat menggunakan data jualan lalu. Model ANN yang dicadangkan telah dilatih 

menggunakan algoritma backpropagation. ANN terdiri daripada beberapa lapisan 

neuron. Dataset yang digunakan dalam kajian ini dikumpulkan daripada laman web 

Kaggle. Kesimpulannya, model ANN yang dicadangkan boleh membantu pemilik 

perniagaan dalam membuat keputusan yang lebih baik dengan meramalkan jualan masa 

hadapan, mengenal pasti corak dan arah aliran dalam set data. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this research, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model was developed for the sales 

prediction. This research proposed the use of ANN for forecasting sales as an alternative 

to conventional forecasting techniques. The main objective of this research was to create 

an ANN model that can try to accurately forecast future sales using historical sales data. 

The proposed ANN model was trained using a backpropagation algorithm. The ANN 

consisted of multiple layers of artificial neurons. The sales dataset used in this study was 

collected from the Kaggle website. In conclusion, the proposed ANN model can assist 

business owners in making better decisions by forecasting future sales, identifying 

patterns and trends in the dataset. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 Nowadays, there are an increasing number of Malaysians that are starting and 

running their own business. The advancement of technology like the internet and e-

commerce platform have greatly reduced the barriers of entry for starting a business. This 

coincides with the rise in popularity of e-commerce platforms like Shoppe and Lazada 

among Malaysian customers. Many customers prefer to buy products at these e-

commerce platforms because of convenience and time saving (Pillemer,2020). With this 

type of opportunity, many Malaysians jump start their business career since e-commerce 

platforms allow them to sell their product online without the need of a physical storefront. 

Additionally, social media has made it easier for business owners to promote their 

product and engage with their customers.  

 As a business owner, there are many important business decisions that they need 

to carefully consider to grow their own business and bring more revenue. Sales forecast 

is one of them. It is of the utmost importance for the business owner to have an accurate 

sales forecast. Sales forecasts will allow business owners to identify and plan their 

resources (inventory, promotion and cash flow) required for meeting the actual demand 

(Rohn,2022). Business owners can make informed business decisions based on their sales 

prediction (Mahalingam,2022). They can also spot potential issues early like sales not 

reaching the intended target and make the necessary adjustment to reach the sales target. 

 Historical forecasting method is one of several traditional forecasting methods 

that is used by Malaysian business owners to predict future sales. It involves searching 

past sales data that is similar to the current sales data and predicting that the sales result 

will overlap (Stojanovic,2022). Given the similarity of the sales data, it is possible to get 
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reasonably precise sales forecasts. The disadvantage of this type of forecasting method is 

even if the sales data is similar, it is not exactly the same. This can sometimes cause 

inaccurate sales predictions. We can solve the traditional forecasting method problem by 

introducing an alternative such as implementing an Artificial Neural Network to help 

predict future sales. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 Currently, many Malaysian business owners use the traditional forecasting 

method to try and predict future sales. One of the traditional forecasting methods used by 

them is intuitive forecasting. As the name suggests, intuitive forecasting refers to when 

the business owner uses their intuition and experience to do sales forecasts 

(Stojanovic,2022). This forecasting method requires good intuition and years of personal 

experience managing the business. This forecasting method has a significant drawback 

as it relies heavily on the abilities of the individual involved and not everyone has good 

intuition or years of personal experience. 

 The other traditional forecasting method used by Malaysian business owners is 

the time series forecasting method such as moving average forecast. Moving average 

forecast calculates the average of a fixed number of past sales observations to estimate 

future sales. This method assumes that future sales will follow a similar pattern as 

observed in the past. While the moving average approach is simple to implement, it may 

struggle to capture more complex patterns and changes in sales trends, making it less 

accurate in dynamic business environments. 

 Traditional forecasting methods also struggle with handling big data due to their 

limited capacity to handle large volumes and variety of data. These methods often rely 

on simplistic models and assumptions that may not adequately capture the complexity 

and dynamics of big data sets. Furthermore, traditional methods typically require manual 

data preprocessing and feature selection, which can be time-consuming and error-prone 

when dealing with massive amounts of data. Overall, the conventional forecasting 

methods are ill-equipped to effectively harness the potential insights contained within big 

data, necessitating the development of more advanced techniques and tools. 
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 Due to the disadvantage of traditional forecasting methods, this study proposes 

using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to do sales prediction. ANN has a wide range 

of real world applications and forecasting is one of them. This is because ANN are good 

at capture complex, nonlinear relationships between input variables and sales outcomes. 

By recognizing patterns, handling multiple variables, and efficiently processing large 

datasets, ANN can provide an accurate sales forecasts.  

 

1.3 Objective 

The objective of this research is: 

 To study the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for sales prediction. 

 To develop a sales prediction model using ANN. 

 To evaluate the result of this forecasting model. 

 

1.4 Scope 

The scope for this research is: 

 The ANN model will be develop using the Python language at the 

Google Colab platform. 

 Several important library will be used to help us in our research such as 

pandas, numpy, matplotlib, scikit-learn, tensorflow and keras. 

 The dataset that we used in this study is the bakery sales dataset which 

is downloaded from Kaggle website. 

 The dataset contains sales data for 5111 days, from 2006 to 2019 but 

this research only use 3 years of sales data (2006-2008). 

 The data frequency is daily. 

 The sales dataset will be divided into training set (70%), and testing set 

(30%). 

 This study will run the algorithm multiple times. 

 The predicted sales result will be evaluated and compared to the real 

sales data. 
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1.5 The Significant of this Research 

 Business owners  

 Business owner can rely on accurate sales forecasting for effective decision-

making. By utilizing ANN models for sales prediction, they can enhance their own 

inventory management, production planning, and resource allocation. This enables them 

to optimize their operations, reduce costs, and improve overall profitability. 

 Marketing and Sales Managers 

 Sales and marketing professionals can benefit from this research by leveraging 

ANN-based sales prediction models to identify patterns, trends, and factors influencing 

consumer behavior. This information can assist them in developing targeted marketing 

campaigns, optimizing pricing strategies, and identifying potential customer segments 

for better sales performance. 

 Financial Analysts and Investors 

 Sales predictions play a crucial role in financial analysis and investment 

decisions. Analysts and investors can utilize accurate sales forecasts derived from ANN 

models to assess a company's growth potential, evaluate its financial performance, and 

make informed investment choices. This research can enhance their ability to predict 

future revenue streams and assess the financial viability of businesses. 

1.6 Thesis Organization 

 In this thesis organization, it will consist of five chapters. The first chapter 

contains the introduction of the research title. It also includes the introduction, problem 

statement, objective, scope, significant of this research and thesis organization. The 

second chapter is a review of the literature. It will focus on past research that has been 

done regarding sales forecasts. The third chapter is methodology. This is the section 

where the methodology used in modelling the research project is illustrated. Chapter four 

is review on the research result and discussion. This chapter disscuss the actual 

implementation of the research project and its result. Finally, chapter five is the 

conclusion of this research.
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

 Chapter 2 will focus on past research that has been done regarding sales forecasts. 

Each research will have different forecasting methods so that we can easily identify each 

forecasting method's strength and weakness. 

2.2 Previous Research Work 

2.2.1 Annual Automobile Sales Prediction Using ARIMA Model 

 The authors of this research paper, Sana Prasanth Shakti, Mohan Kamal Hassan, 

Yang Zhenning, Ronnie D. Caytiles and Iyengar N.Ch.S.N. used the ARIMA model to 

do sales forecasts (Shakti et al.,2017). ARIMA technique is applied to time series data. 

Data that has been collected over a constant period of time is known as a time series. The 

Mahindra Tractors sales dataset was used by the authors. The dataset includes 

information on tractor sales for the ten-year period (2003-2014), which is used to forecast 

sales for the following five years. 

 To construct a time-series model using ARIMA, the authors need to identify 

variables of p, d, and q. The meaning of those variables is p represents Autoregressive 

(AR), d represents Integrated (Stationary) and q represents Moving Average (MA). The 

formula that authors used for autoregressive, moving average and stationary series is 

shown below. 

Autoregressive (AR): 

                       (2.1) 
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Moving average (MA): 

                         (2.2) 

Stationary series (Integrated): 

                                                  (2.3) 

 Figure 2.1 below shows the flow diagram of the ARIMA model that the authors 

implement in this study. 

                 

   Figure 2.1 Flow diagram of ARIMA model 
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 Before constructing a model, it is beneficial to preprocess the raw data to improve 

its quality and make predictions more accurate. This preprocessing can include data 

cleaning, which involves identifying and correcting any missing values in the dataset, and 

data transformation which optimizes the performance of the algorithms used. In this case, 

the authors used Z-score normalization to convert the raw data into a usable format. The 

formula used is shown below. 

Z-score normalization: 

                                                                                                               (2.4) 

 This study uses the programming language R to implement the ARIMA model. 

The first step is to convert the data into a stationary form. This is achieved by finding the 

difference in the mean of the sales numbers. Then, the transformed data is log transformed 

to adjust the variance, resulting in final data that has both a log transformed mean and 

variance. Next, ACF and PACF graphs are plotted to identify the potential AR and MA 

models. Figure 2.2 & 2.3 below show the ACF and PACF. 

                

                                          Figure 2.2 ACF graph for AR model 
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   Figure 2.3 PACF graph for the MA model  

 To identify the best fitting ARIMA model for sales predictions, the authors 

analyzed the two ACF and PACF graphs. The selection of the optimal model is 

determined by the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIC (Bayesian Information 

Criterion) values, where the model with the lowest AIC is considered the best fit. The 

final graph is plotted for the best fit ARIMA model of number of sales in the following 

years. Figure 2.4 below shown the output with the forecasted sales of tractors in blue 

colour. The sales prediction covers the period from 2015 to 2018 which is shown below.          
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                                Figure 2.4 ARIMA model prediction up to 2018 

 Forecasting sales several years into the future is a challenging task. A more 

realistic approach is to use a short-term forecasting model, such as for a few business 

quarters or a year, which has a higher chance of being accurate. For long-term forecasting, 

it is advisable to regularly re-evaluate the model at intervals of around six months to 

incorporate any new information as it becomes available. Figure 2.5 below shows the 

prediction by monthly. 

 

                                      Figure 2.5 Sales prediction by monthly 
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2.2.2 Daily Sales Forecasting for Grapes by Support Vector Machine 

 Another research on sales forecast was proposed by Qian Wen, Weisong Mu, Li 

Sun, Su Hua, and Zhijian Zhou. The sales forecast was predicted by using a Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). The authors are interested in predicting sales for three types of 

grapes(Qian et al., 2014). The name of the three grapes is  XiaoMiFeng, JuFeng and 

MeiGuiXiang. The dataset used in this research was taken from a fruit supermarket called 

Fu Man Jia. The dataset includes information from July 2011 to the end of September 

2012, as grapes were harvested extensively during this period. Library for Support Vector 

Machines (LIBSVM) is used to implement the SVM. Figure 2.6 below shows the 

framework of forecasting that is used in this study. The framework starts from new data 

and history data until the output is obtained at the end which is shown below. 

 

    Figure 2.6 Framework 
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 This study utilised the radial basis function (RBF) as the kernel function, as 

illustrated below. 

Kernel function: 

                                                                           (2.5) 

 The standard Support Vector Regression (SVR) model is shown below. Where 

(x) is in the high-dimensional feature space, which is non-linearly mapped from the input 

space x. 

Support Vector Regression: 

                                                                                            (2.6) 

 For the ε-SVR model, authors select the ε-insensitive loss function as its error 

measurement. Based on the ε-insensitive loss function, the decision function of the ε-

SVR model is shown below. 

Decision function of the ε-SVR model: 

                                                                   (2.7) 

 For the LS-SVR model, the authors select a quadratic loss function as its loss 

function. The equation for the quadratic loss function is presented below. 

Quadratic loss function: 

                                                                                               (2.8) 

 By combining the above loss function and RBF kernel function we get the LS-

SVR decision function which is shown below. 
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Decision function of the LS-SVR model: 

                                                                                    (2.9) 

 The output of the support vector machine model will be the predicted sales. The 

input value that will be inserted to the support vector machine model will be shown 

below. 

Input variables of grape sale forecasting: 

                                                     (2.10) 

Where, 

 − Sales quantity at the day before the forecasting day  

− Sales quantity at the day 7 days before the forecasting day  

− Type of date at the forecasting day (workday or weekend)  

− Type of date at the day before forecasting day (workday or weekend)  

− Sale price of grape at the forecasting day  

− Sale price of grape at the day before forecasting day  

− The weather condition of the forecasting day  

− The weather condition of the day before forecasting day 

 

 The data used in this study includes information about weather conditions and 

holidays, which are not numerical values. Therefore, the authors have quantified these 

data points as shown below. Table 2.1 will show the quantified value of weather 

conditions. 

Quantified value of date: 
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                                     (2.11) 

 

  

   Table 2.1 Quantified value of weather condition 

 For data preprocessing, data normalization is used in order to avoid data overflow. 

It is also to eliminate singular values and noise in the raw data. The data is then divided 

into two sets, the training set and the testing set. The training set is inputted into the SVM 

model and the parameters are adjusted to their optimal values. Finally, forecasting is 

conducted by inputting the testing set into the trained SVM model, resulting in predicted 

sales values. 

 In order to verify the validity of the prediction performance of the SVM method, 

the authors use absolute error as the statistical metrics which is shown below. 

Day absolute error: 

                                                                            (2.12) 
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 The result of the predicted sales of three grapes will be shown below at Figure 

2.7, 2.8, & 2.9 and Table 2.2, 2.3, & 2.4. It will show the comparison with the real sales 

data and also other forecasting methods predicted results.  

 

 

                                 Figure 2.7 The result of sale forecasting for XiaoMiFeng 

 

                        Table 2.2 Comparison of real data and forecasting result for XiaoMiFeng 

 

                               Figure 2.8 The result of sale forecasting for JuFeng 
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                 Table 2.3 Comparison of real data and forecasting result for JuFeng 

 

                        Figure 2.9 The result of sale forecasting for Meiguixiang 

 

 

                Table 2.4 Comparison of real data and forecasting result for Meiguixiang 

 Based on the result above, the SVM method achieves better results compared to 

the other forecasting method. The predicted sales result for the three grapes is closer to 

the real sales data and has minimal forecasting error. 
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2.2.3 A Fuzzy Logic Based Approach towards Sales Forecasting: Case Study of 

Knit Garments Industry 

 The last research that we will review regarding sales forecasts is by Md Mamunur 

Rashid, Md Rubel Khan, Sourav Kumar Ghosh. The sales forecast of ready-made 

garments was predicted by using Fuzzy Logic (Rashid et al., 2020). An algorithm based 

on a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) was developed to predict future sales of ready-made 

garments using various input variables. In this study, MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Toolbox 

will be used to predict using Fuzzy Logic. The sales dataset is taken from the Bangladesh 

garments industry, DBL Group. The dataset contains information such as number of 

ready-made garments sold and its year (from 2003-2012). Table 2.5 below shows the 

dataset that will be used in this study. 

 

                           Table 2.5 Sales data of previous years (2003-2012) 

 A Fuzzy Logic system is composed of four main elements: the fuzzifier, rules, 

inference engine, and defuzzifier. The process starts with the fuzzification, where input 

data is transformed into a fuzzy set using fuzzy linguistic variables, fuzzy linguistic terms, 

and membership functions. Then, inferences are made based on a set of rules. Finally, the 

fuzzy output is converted into a precise output by using membership functions during the 

defuzzification stage. Figure 2.10 below shows the fuzzy sales controller. 

 

                                           Figure 2.10 Fuzzy sales controller 
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 Fuzzy Set represents a graded membership over the interval [0, 1], where the 

membership function is the extent to which the variable is considered to be part of the 

fuzzy set. The sales fuzzy controller is composed of three parts: fuzzification, fuzzy 

inference, and defuzzification. Figure 2.11 below shows the algorithm of fuzzy logic that 

will be used in this study. 

 

                                            Figure 2.11 Algorithm of Fuzzy Logic 

 The accuracy of a fuzzy inference system is dependent on how closely the input 

data represents actual events. The membership function of the variables should be 

comprehensive enough to include all the characteristics of the real-world scenario, thus 

capturing all the uncertainties present in the system during formulation. In this case, 16 

factors were considered as inputs, and the number of predicted ready-made garments sold 

was used as the output. Table 2.6 below shows the sales forecast of ready-made garments 

obtained from the Fuzzy Logic model. 
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                     Table 2.6 Sales forecast of RMG obtained from fuzzy model 

 To calculate the seasonal factor, the authors use a linear regression analysis that 

is shown below. Table 2.7 is the calculation of seasonal factor. 

Linear regression analysis: 

            (2.13) 

 

                                      Table 2.7 Calculation of seasonal factor 
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                                        Figure 2.12 Sales forecast by fuzzy model 

 

                      Figure 2.13 Sales forecast of RMG relating with design and price 

 Figure 2.12 & 2.13 above show the predicted sales by fuzzy model and also its 

relationship with design and price. The authors also do another traditional forecast to 

compare its result with the fuzzy model result which is shown in Figure 2.14 and Table 

2.8 below. 
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      Figure 2.14 Comparison of sales forecast with fuzzy model and traditional approach 

 

              Table 2.8 Sales forecast compared between fuzzy model and traditional forecast 

 The authors of the study found that the forecasting error of the Fuzzy model 

developed was very low, at only 3.605%. The results demonstrate that the fuzzy model 

provides more accurate demand predictions by accounting for inherent uncertainties and 

with minimal error. 
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2.3 Comparison of Previous Research Works 

Contents Research 1 

(ARIMA) 

Research 2 

(SVM) 

Research 3 

(Fuzzy Logic) 

Proposed 

Research 

(ANN) 

Research  Annual 

Automobile Sales 

Prediction Using 

ARIMA Model 

Daily Sales 

Forecasting for 

Grapes by 

Support Vector 

Machine 

A Fuzzy Logic 

Based 

Approach 

towards Sales 

Forecasting: 

Case Study of 

Knit Garments 

Industry 

Sales 

Prediction 

Using 

Artificial 

Neural 

Network 

Author Sana Prasanth 

Shakti, Mohan 

Kamal Hassan, 

Yang Zhenning, 

Ronnie D. 

Caytiles and 

Iyengar 

N.Ch.S.N. 

Qian Wen, 

Weisong Mu, Li 

Sun, Su Hua, and 

Zhijian Zhou 

Md Mamunur 

Rashid, Md 

Rubel Khan, 

Sourav Kumar 

Ghosh 

Ilham Ariff 

Bin 

Mohammad 

Fadzli 

Objective  Sales Forecast of 

tractor using 

Autoregressive 

Integrated 

Moving Average 

(ARIMA) 

Sales Forecast of 

grape using 

Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) 

Sales Forecast 

of ready-made 

garment using 

Fuzzy Logic 

Sales forecast 

of bakery 

product using 

Artificial 

Neural 

Network 

(ANN) 

Technique  Autoregressive 

Integrated 

Moving Average 

(ARIMA) 

Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) 

Fuzzy Logic Artificial 

Neural 

Network  

(ANN) 

Data Sales dataset 

from Mahindra 

Tractors 

Sales dataset 

from Fu Man Jia 

Sales dataset 

from DBL 

Group 

Sales dataset 

from Kaggle 

website 

 

Limitation It assumes that 

the underlying 

time-series data is 

stationary, which 

may not always 

be the case 

SVM algorithms 

are not suitable 

for large data sets 

because of the 

high 

computational 

The rule is 

based on the  

predefined 

rules and if  

the rules are 

flawed, the  

ANN requires 

a lot of data 

to train the 

model and 

can be 

sensitive to 

overfitting  
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cost of training 

and prediction 

result will be 

inaccurate 

   Table 2.9 Comparison of previous research works 

 Table 2.9 above show the comparison between previous works. The proposed 

research using ANN is also added to highlight the comparison of this research to the past 

research. 

 From the past research, we can highlight the advantages and disadvantages with 

each forcasting technique for sales prediction. The advantage of using ARIMA is that it 

is a widely used and well-established method for time-series forecasting, but it can be 

difficult to determine the optimal values of the p, d, and q parameters, which are critical 

to the model's performance. Next, SVM is effective when there is a clear division between 

classes, but can struggle with noisy or imbalanced data. Fuzzy Logic is good at accepting 

the imprecise input information, but the accuracy of these prediction can be compromised 

since they rely on imprecise data and inputs. Finally, ANNs are able to learn from 

examples, making them well suited for unsupervised learning and semi-supervised 

learning. However, ANN is data-dependency as it require huge amount of data for the 

training phase, if not then the predicted result will be not accurate. 

 

2.4 Summary 

 Each research used a different forecasting method to predict future sales. The 

result of the different forecasting method will vary depending on the dataset. Some 

forecasting methods are more suitable on certain datasets while other forecasting methods 

will perform better in different datasets. There is no perfect forecasting method that will 

give predicted results exactly as the true sales.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

 This chapter 3 will discuss the methodology that is used in the sales prediction by 

using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). This chapter will cover the Research 

Framework, Research Requirement, Proposed Design, Data Design, Proof of Initial 

Concept, Testing Plan and Potential Used of Proposed Solution. 

3.2 Research Framework 

 Figure 3.1 below shows the research framework that will be implemented in this 

study. 

 

                                               Figure 3.1 Research Framework 
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3.2.1 Data Collection 

 The dataset that will be used is the bakery sales dataset which is downloaded from 

Kaggle website. This dataset is open to the public and available to download. The sales 

dataset contains daily sales of bakery product from 2006-2019. The dataset consists of 8 

variables that are date, weekday, cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, coffee and promotion. 

Our research will use 3 years of sales data from the dataset starting from 2006-2008. 

Table 3.1 below shows the sample of the dataset that will be used in this study. 

 

                                      Table 3.1 Sample of the bakery sales dataset 

3.2.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 

 We will apply Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) to gain a deeper understanding 

of the dataset. This will include identifying and analysing the variables and attributes in 

the dataset. Additionally, EDA will help us discover valuable information such as 

patterns and trends in the data (Patil,2018). This process will also aid non-technical users 

in understanding the dataset through the use of visual aids. 

3.2.3 Data Pre-processing 

 The sales dataset that we obtained from the Kaggle website was just the raw data 

and not yet suitable to be used in ANN. It was critical for us to preprocess the raw data 

so that the sales prediction using ANN will be accurate. Therefore, the raw data will go 

through the preprocessing stage to ensure the data in the dataset are usable. We start with 
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the data cleaning, by fixing the missing value if there is any in the dataset. Then, applied 

the normalization to convert the raw data to usable data, between the range of 0-1.  

3.2.4 Data Splitting 

 The sales dataset that has been converted into usable data by preprocessing will 

be now split to two by data splitting. The aim for data splitting is to separate the dataset 

into training data and testing data. This was done to train the ANN and get accurate 

predictions. The ratio used for this study is 70:30 ratio. 

3.2.5 Train Artificial Neural Network 

 Training data will be used with the help of backpropagation algorithm to train the 

ANN model. Repeat this process until a satisfied training result is produced by the ANN 

model. The purpose of training the ANN is to adjust the parameters of the neural network 

in order to minimise the error between the predicted outputs and the actual outputs. 

3.2.6 Prediction Result 

The testing data will be utilised to do sales prediction. The testing data will be 

input into a trained neural network. The result of sales prediction will be compared to 

the real sales data. The sales prediction result by ANN model will be evaluated.  

3.3 Research Requirement 

3.3.1 Input 

 We will retrieve the bakery sales dataset which will be in the csv file.  The sales 

dataset contains bakery product sales for 1094 days (2006-2008). The data variables such 

as cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, coffee and promotion will be used in the ANN model. 

3.3.2 Output 

 Our ANN model will give 5 output which is the predicted sales of cakes, pies, 

cookies, smoothies, coffee. The predicted sales value will be compared to the real sales 

data.  
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3.3.3 Process Description 

 The initial step is to download the bakery sales dataset from Kaggle in the form 

of a .csv file. Subsequently, we will use Google Colab as a coding platform to implement 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) using Python. The dataset will be cleaned to identify 

and fill any missing values. Afterwards, the dataset will be subject to Exploratory Data 

Analysis to find valuable information from the sales dataset. Next, the raw data in the 

dataset will then be transformed into usable data using normalization to prepare it for the 

ANN model. Once normalization is complete, the data will be divided into a 70:30 ratio, 

with 70% being designated as training data and 30% as testing data. We will train the 

ANN model using the training data until we achieve satisfactory results. The testing data 

will be utilised to make predictions about future sales, and its predicted results will be 

compared to actual sales data. 

3.3.4 Constraints and Limitation 

 This study only focuses on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to do sales 

prediction. There are many more forecasting methods that are suitable to do sales 

forecasts. Even in machine learning, ANN is only one among several that can do sales 

forecasts. This study cannot conclude that the ANN is the best method for sales 

forecasting because of the lack of evidence. Time constraints are the limiting factor that 

prevents us from testing all the available forecasting methods for sales forecasts. 

3.3.5 Software Requirement 

Software Description 

Google 

Colab  

Google Colab will be used as a platform to code Python 

Google 

Chrome  

Google Chrome will be used to do research on sales prediction using 

Artificial Neural Networks 

Google Docs Used to write the research report 

Microsoft 

Excel 

Used for the lemonade sales dataset 

Draw i.o Used to construct the research framework and any flowchart 

          Table 3.2 Software requirement  
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Table 3.2 above shows the software requirement that will be used in this 

research. 

3.3.6 Hardware Requirement 

Hardware & 

Model 

Features Description 

Laptop (Dell 

Inspiron 3443) 

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) 

i5-5200U CPU @ 

2.20GHz   2.20 GHz 

 

RAM: 8GB 

 

System: 64-bit Operating 

System 

 

Edition: Window 10 

Used for research development, 

documentation and presentation. 

    Table 3.3 Hardware requirement 

Table 3.3 above shows the hardware requirement that will be used in this 

research. 

3.3.7 Case Study 

Sales prediction plays a crucial role for Malaysian business owners that are 

looking to grow their own business. Since using the traditional forecasting method has 

its own disadvantages, this study proposes using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to 

do sales forecasts. This is because ANN is good at prediction which will be able to help 

us do sales forecasts. The study aims to explore the capabilities of ANN as a predictive 

modeling technique and its potential to enhance sales forecasting accuracy. 
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3.4 Proposed Design 

3.4.1 Artificial Neural Network 

 This research implements an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to predict bakery 

product’s sales. To be more specific, we use a type of ANN called Feed Forward 

Backpropagation Neural Network (FFBPNN) which is the commonly used ANN. 

Backpropagation algorithm is used to train the ANN by adjusting the weights and bias of 

the network in order to minimise the error between the predicted output and the desired 

output (Priyanka,2022). This is done in order to improve the accuracy of the sales 

prediction using ANN. 

 

                                 Figure 3.2 Architecture of Artificial Neural Network 

 Figure 3.2 above shows the typical architecture of ANN. ANN has three layers: 

an input layer, hidden layer and an output layer. The number of nodes in the input layer 

depends on the number of input data variables from the dataset. The number of nodes at 

the output layer depends on the desired output. The hidden layer can have one or more 

layers and the number of nodes in that layer can vary as well.  

 Since we want to input 6 data variables to the ANN, our input layer will consist 

of 6 input nodes. We will also have two layer of hidden layer consisting of 40 hidden 

nodes at the first hidden layer and another 20 hidden node at the second layer. After 
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several rounds of parameter tuning the neural network, the combination of using two 

hidden layers was found to yield the best results. Specifically, the first hidden layer was 

designed with 40 hidden nodes, while the second hidden layer consisted of 20 hidden 

nodes. This configuration was determined to be optimal, as it achieved the desired 

balance between model complexity and generalization capability resulting in accurate 

sales prediction. Our output layer will have 5 output node, as the goal is to predict the 

number of bakery product sales such as cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, coffee.  

 ReLU will be chosen as the activation function in ANN model. ReLU offers 

several advantages as an activation function in our ANN models. Firstly, ReLU 

introduces non-linearity to the network, enabling it to learn complex relationships 

between inputs and outputs. Additionally, ReLU is computationally efficient, making it 

faster to compute and optimize during the backpropagation process. It addresses the 

vanishing gradient problem by providing a constant gradient of 1 for positive inputs, 

resulting in faster and more stable training. ReLU's sparsity property allows it to discard 

negative values, focusing the network on relevant features and reducing sensitivity to 

irrelevant or noisy inputs.  

 Backpropagation algorithm is used to train artificial neural network model. The 

mean square error is utilize as the loss function. MSE calculates the average difference 

between the predicted output of the network and the target output, providing a measure 

of how well the network is performing. By minimizing the MSE during training, the 

network adjusts its weights and biases through gradient descent, iteratively updating them 

to reduce the error and improve the accuracy of the predictions. The use of MSE in 

backpropagation allows the network to effectively learn and adjust its parameters, 

optimizing its performance and enhancing its prediction capabilities. 
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3.4.2 Flowchart 

                                                 

        Figure 3.3 Flowchart 
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 Figure 3.3 above shows the entire process of sales prediction using ANN in the 

form of flowchart. We start by downloading the dataset which is the bakery sales 

dataset from Kaggle in a .csv file. Then, we import the dataset to the Google Collab 

which is a platform for us to write the code in Python language. After that, the dataset is 

applied with EDA to gain valuable insight from the dataset. The dataset will then go 

through data preprocessing starting with data cleaning. Check the dataset for any 

missing value. Then, the data from the dataset will transform from raw data into usable 

data with data normalization. It will normalize the data to ensure all data are in the 

range of 0 and 1. Next, split the normalized data into the ratio of 70:30. 70% will be the 

training data and 30% will be the testing data. 

The 70% training data will be used to train the ANN until a satisfied result is 

obtained from the ANN. Then, the other 30% of testing data will be used to predict 

bakery product sales. The predicted sales result will be compared to the real sales and 

be evaluated. 

3.5 Data Design 

 Table 3.4 below shows the variables and its description from the bakery sales 

dataset. 

Variables Description 

Date Date (2006-2008) 

Weekday Day from monday to sunday 

Cakes Number of cakes sales  

Pies Number of pies sales 

Cookies Number of cookies sales 

Smoothies Number of smoothies sales 

Coffee Number of coffee sales 

Promotion Promotion or none (no promotion) 

 

         Table 3.4 Dataset description  
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3.6 Proof of Initial Concept 

3.6.1 Evidence of Early Work 

 First, open the Kaggle website to find a suitable dataset to be used for our 

research. Then, download the dataset from the Kaggle website in a .csv file. The Kaggle 

website and the bakery sales dataset is shown on Figure 3.4 & 3.5 below. 

 

        Figure 3.4 Bakery sales dataset from Kaggle 

           

      Figure 3.5 Bakery sales dataset in Microsoft Excel 
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We perform Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) in order to acquire a more 

thorough comprehension of the dataset. EDA will aid us in uncovering useful insights 

formthe dataset. 

      

 

       Figure 3.6 View the dataset 

 From the Figure 3.6 above, we can know our own dataset such as what variable 

is in the dataset. Next, Figure 3.7 below show the information at our dataset such as 

data type. 

                   

   Figure 3.7 Dataset information 
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Figure 3.8 below shows there is no missing value and the dataset is in good 

condition. 

                               

    Figure 3.8 Data Cleaning 

3.7 Testing Plan 

First, the bakery sales dataset is downloaded from Kaggle in a .csv file and 

imported to Google Colab. The dataset will go through a data cleaning to find and fix 

any missing value. Next, the data will be normalized to convert it from raw data into a 

usable form. The next step is to divide the data into two sets, with 70% of the sales data 

being used as training data and the remaining 30% as testing data. The training data will 

be used to train the ANN until it produces a satisfied result. Then, testing data is utilised 

to predict the bakery product sales. Finally, the predicted result will be compared to the 

real sales and be evaluated. 

3.8 Potential Used of Proposed Solution 

There are several potential uses of the proposed solution for sales prediction 

using ANN. The trained ANN model can be used to predict future sales based on 

historical data, which can help business owners to make better decisions on their 

inventory management, production planning, and cash flow. Next, ANN can be used to 

identify patterns and trends in the dataset, which can help business owners to 

understand the factors that affect sales and make adjustments accordingly to reach the 
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desired sales target. Finally, ANN can be used to optimise pricing strategy by predicting 

the demand for a product at different price points. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

4.1 Introduction 

 This chapter will provide a thorough explanation of how the implementation was 

carried out during the course of this research. In order to predict sales, an ANN model 

was created with the help of Google Collab as a platform to write the Python code. 

Additionally, there will be a visualization stage to display the predicted output. The 

implementation process will be elaborated on in this section. 

4.2 Input 

 The data used for this research was sourced from Kaggle, and it was published by 

Santosh H Kamble. The bakery sales dataset obtained from Kaggle contains 5114 rows 

of data and comprises 8 data variables which are date, weekday, cakes, pies, cookies, 

smoothies, coffee and promotion. However, for the purpose of our research, we will only 

utilize 3 years of sales data (2006-2008) and 6 data variables - cakes, pies, cookies, 

smoothies, coffee and promotion - as input for our ANN model. We choose these 6 data 

variables because it will affect the final sales prediction. The promotion variable is 

converted into binary values (1 and 0) using one-hot encoding before being inputted into 

the ANN model. This variable represents whether a promotion was active or not for that 

day. The remaining five variables, namely cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, and coffee, 

represent the number of sales for each product category. The dataset being used for our 

research is shown below in Figure 4.1 
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                                                 Figure 4.1 Bakery sales dataset 

4.3 Training and Testing 

 The bakery sales dataset will be split into two in a ratio of 70:30. 70% of the 

dataset will be the training data set and the other 30% will be the testing data set. The 

70% training data will be used to train the ANN until a satisfied result is obtained from 

the ANN. Then, the other 30% of testing data will be used to predict 5 bakery product 

sales such as cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, coffee. The training dataset will contain 

766 rows of data variables which are from cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, and coffee 

and promotion. Testing dataset will contain the remaining 328 rows of data variables. 
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4.4 Output 

 In this research, we have 5 output variable for our ANN model which is the 

prediction bakery product sales such as cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, coffee. The 6 

input data variables from the database will be used to get the prediction of bakery product 

sales. The 30% of testing data will be used to get the predicted sales output. Data 

visualization will be utilized to compare the predicted sales to the actual sales. Example 

of output data visualization is shown below in Figure 4.2. 

 

                                                Figure 4.2 Cakes sales prediction 
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4.5 Code Description 

 This is the code for building an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model for 

predicting bakery product sales such as cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, coffee based on 

6 variable input. 

           

    Figure 4.3 Library 

 Starts by importing the required libraries such as Pandas for data manipulation, 

NumPy for numerical operations, Matplotlib for data visualization, scikit-learn for 

preprocessing and evaluation, and TensorFlow with Keras for building and training the 

ANN model. Which is shown above on Figure 4.3. 

                              

                    Figure 4.4 Read dataset 

 Load the dataset which is in .csv file that is shown above. The extracts the features 

(inputs) and target variables (outputs) from the dataset. The features include columns 

cakes, pies, cookies, smoothies, coffee, and promotion. The target variables include all 

columns except promotion. Which is shown in Figure 4.5 below. 

 

    Figure 4.5 Dataset variables 

 Performs label encoding on the promotion column using the LabelEncoder class 

from scikit-learn. It is a common preprocessing technique which is applied to categorical 
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variables to convert them into numerical values. The numerical values of promotion is 1 

and none is 0. Which is shown on Figure 4.6 below. 

 

    Figure 4.6 Encoded 

 Uses the MinMaxScaler class from scikit-learn to normalize the input features. It 

scales the input data to a specified range (0 to 1) using the minimum and maximum 

values. The normalized input features are stored in the X_scaled array. Then, splits our 

dataset into training and testing sets using the train_test_split() function from scikit-learn. 

It allocates 70% of the data for training and 30% for testing. The random state is set to 

42 for reproducibility. This is shown on Figure 4.7 below. 

 

    Figure 4.7 Normalize & split 

 Build the ANN model. The first hidden layer has 40 hidden node with the ReLU 

activation function. The second hidden layer has 20 hidden node with ReLU activation. 

The output layer has 5 output node (one for each target variable). Then, compiles the 

model by specifying the optimizer (Adam) and the loss function (mean squared error) to 

minimize during training. Next, The trains the model on the training set for 100 epochs. 

The batch size is set to 32, and verbose is 0 to ensures that no progress information is 

displayed during training. The training history is stored in the history variable. This is 

shown below in figure 4.8.  
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                                             Figure 4.8 Build and train ANN 

 

 

                                        Figure 4.9 Sales prediction & visualization 

 Perform sales prediction on the testing set and visualise the predicted sales vs 

actual sales on the testing set for all 5 variable output which is shown above in Figure 

4.9. We can even gain more information regarding the sales value difference between the 

predicted sales and the actual sale which is shown below in Figure 4.9.  
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                 Figure 4.9 Comparison between predicted sales and actual sales 

 Finally, calculate and show the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean 

squared error (MSE) of each output variable which is shown below in  Figure 4.10.  

 

                                               Figure 4.10 RMSE and MSE code 

4.6 Process Description 

 The initial step is to download the bakery sales dataset from Kaggle in the form 

of a .csv file. Subsequently, we will use Google Colab as a coding platform to implement 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) using Python. The dataset will be cleaned to identify 

and fill any missing values. Afterwards, the dataset will be subject to Exploratory Data 

Analysis to find valuable information from the dataset. The dataset will be divided into a 

70:30 ratio, with 70% being designated as training data and 30% as testing data. We will 

train the ANN model using the training data until we achieve satisfactory results. The 

testing data will be utilised to make predictions about future sales, and its predicted results 

will be compared to actual sales data. 
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4.7 Result  

       

                                          Figure 4.11 Cakes sales comparison 

      

                                              Figure 4.12 Pies sales comparison 
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                                            Figure 4.13 Cookies sales comparison 

 

                                       Figure 4.14 Smoothies sales comparison 
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   Figure 4.15 Coffee sales comparison 

 Based on the result of Figure 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 & 4.15 above, the ANN model 

is working correctly and be able to produce an accurate sales prediction. This accurate 

sales prediction is achieved after we already fine tune the ANN model parameter and 

utilising the combination of 40 hidden node & 20 hidden node for our two hidden layer. 

Figure 4.16 below show the result of RMSE & MSE of each of the predicted variable at 

the testing set. 

                                 

                                Figure 4.16 All 5 variable RMSE & MSE result 
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                         Figure 4.17 Cakes & Pies sales comparison (value) 

 

                        Figure 4.18 Cookies & Smoothies sales comparison (value) 

                            

                          Figure 4.19 Coffee sales comparison (value) 

 Figure 4.17, 4.18 & 4.19 above show the value sales comparison between 

predicted sales and the actual sales. The predicted sales closely align with the actual sales 
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data in the testing set, showcasing the impressive accuracy of the artificial neural network 

(ANN) in forecasting sales.  

4.8 Discussion 

 Before we obtain an accurate sales prediction result, we need to do trial and error 

to fine tune parameter of the ANN model so that we can get sales prediction as accurate 

as possible. Previously we try using 20 hidden node & 10 hidden node combination but 

the ANN model give inaccurate sales prediction result. Which is shown below in Figure 

4.20. 

           

   Figure 4.20 Inaccurate Pies sales prediction 

 The more we increase the number of hidden node at our hidden layer the better 

our sales prediction will be. This is because by increasing the number of hidden nodes in 

a neural network, we will increase the model capacity to learn complex relationships and 

capture more nuanced patterns in the data. This can be particularly advantageous when 

dealing with complex datasets or problems that require a higher level of abstraction. 
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                                Figure 4.21 Sales prediction using moving average 

 Figure 4.21 above show cakes sales prediction using moving average forecast that 

give vastly inaccurate sales prediction. Moving average forecast is not suitable for this 

kind of large and complex dataset. ANN is the best choise to be used for this type of 

dataset. 

4.9 Tools 

 In order to carry out this research, several tools will be employed. Google Collab 

will serve as the platform for us to develop the Python code and construct the ANN 

model. For the purpose of writing reports and documents, Microsoft Word software will 

be utilized. Additionally, we will need to install several libraries into Google Colab, 

including pandas, numpy, scikit-learn, tensorflow, and matplotlib. These libraries will 

greatly help us in constructing the ANN model for sales prediction. 

4.10 Constraints and Limitation 

 This research solely focuses on utilizing Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for 

sales prediction. While there are numerous other forecasting methods available to 

perform sales forecasts, ANN is just one of many approaches that can be used for this 

purpose. The lack of evidence prevents this study from determining that ANN is the most 
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effective method for sales forecasting. Time constraints are the primary limiting factor, 

preventing us from assessing all the potential forecasting methods available for sales 

forecasts. 

4.11 Case Study 

 Due to the drawbacks associated with traditional forecasting methods, this 

research suggests using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for sales forecasts. ANN is a 

suitable method for sales forecasts because of its predictive capabilities. The study aims 

to explore the capabilities of ANN as a predictive modeling technique and its potential to 

enhance sales forecasting accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Objective Revisit 

 To study the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for sales prediction. 

 This objective is already achieved by discussing my ANN proposed design. This 

reasearch used a type of ANN called Feed Forward Backpropagation Neural Network 

(FFBPNN). 

 To develop a sales prediction model using ANN. 

 This research has succesfully build ANN model and conduct sales prediction 

using the bakery sales dataset. The details have been discussed in chapter 4. 

 To evaluate the result of this forecasting model. 

 ANN forecasting model has succesfully give an accurate prediction using the 

bakery sales dataset. It is more suited on this type of dataset that is large and complex 

compare to moving average forecast that give inaccurate sales prediction. 

 

5.2 Limitation 

 Parameter tuning 

 ANN have many parameters such as learning rate, number of layers, and number 

of neurons that need to be tuned to achieve optimal performance. Finding the right 

combination of parameters can be a time-consuming and challenging task. 

 Noisy or missing data handling 
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 ANN can be sensitive to noisy or missing data, and their performance may 

degrade when faced with incomplete or corrupted input. Preprocessing steps or data 

imputation techniques are often necessary to handle such issues. 

 

5.3 Future Works 

 For future work, we can try to add more additional features that can impact sales 

such as economic indicators, seasonal factors, marketing campaigns, competitor data, or 

customer sentiment. By incorporating a broader range of variables, the predictive power 

of the ANN can be enhanced. Next, we can continue to fine tuning the network 

architecture. Experiment with different network architectures, including variations in the 

number of layers, neurons, activation functions, and regularization techniques. Fine-

tuning the architecture can help optimize the model's performance and improve its ability 

to capture complex relationships within the sales data. 

 We can also implement preprocessing techniques to handle outliers and noisy data 

points that might adversely affect the model's performance. Outlier detection algorithms 

or robust normalization methods can help mitigate the impact of outliers and enhance the 

accuracy of the predictions. Finally, develop methods for updating the sales prediction 

model in real-time as new sales data becomes available. This allows the model to adapt 

to changing market conditions and ensures that the predictions remain up to date. 
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APPENDIX A 

CODE 

import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler, LabelEncoder 
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error 
import tensorflow as tf 
from tensorflow import keras 
 
# Load the dataset 
data = pd.read_csv('bakery_sales.csv') 
 
# Extract the relevant variables 
X = data[['cakes', 'pies', 'cookies', 'smoothies', 'coffee', 'promotion']] 
y = data[['cakes', 'pies', 'cookies', 'smoothies', 'coffee']] 
 
# Display the head of the dataset 
print(data.head()) 
 
# Data preprocessing 
# Perform label encoding for the promotion column 
promotion_encoder = LabelEncoder() 
X['promotion'] = promotion_encoder.fit_transform(X['promotion'].copy()) 
 
# Display the result 
print("\nEncoded promotion column:") 
print(X['promotion']) 
 
# Normalize the input features 
scaler = MinMaxScaler() 
X_scaled = scaler.fit_transform(X) 
 
# Create a DataFrame with normalized input features and original target variables 
df_normalized = pd.DataFrame(X_scaled, columns=['cakes', 'pies', 'cookies', 'smoothies', 'coffee', 

'promotion']) 
 
# Display the DataFrame 
print(df_normalized) 
 
# Split the dataset into training and testing sets 
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X_scaled, y, test_size=0.3, random_state=42) 
 
# Display the number of samples in the training and testing sets 
print("Number of samples in the training set (days):", X_train.shape[0]) 
print("Number of samples in the testing set (days):", X_test.shape[0]) 
 
# Build the ANN model 
model = keras.Sequential([ 
    keras.layers.Dense(40, activation='relu', input_shape=(X_train.shape[1],)), # 40 hidden nodes 
    keras.layers.Dense(20, activation='relu'), # 20 hidden nodes 
    keras.layers.Dense(5)  # 5 output nodes 
]) 
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# Compile the model 
model.compile(optimizer='adam', loss='mean_squared_error') 
 
# Train the model on the training set 
history = model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=150, batch_size=32, verbose=1) 
 
# Visualize the training loss 
plt.figure(figsize=(8, 6)) 
plt.plot(history.history['loss']) 
plt.title('Training Loss') 
plt.xlabel('Epochs') 
plt.ylabel('Loss') 
plt.show() 
 
# Perform sales prediction on the testing set 
y_test_pred = model.predict(X_test) 
 
# Visualize the predicted sales and actual sales on the testing set for all target variables 
labels = ['Cakes', 'Pies', 'Cookies', 'Smoothies', 'Coffee'] 
 
for i in range(y_test.shape[1]): 
    plt.plot(np.arange(len(y_test)), y_test.iloc[:, i], label=f'Actual {labels[i]} (Testing)') 
    plt.plot(np.arange(len(y_test)), y_test_pred[:, i], label=f'Predicted {labels[i]} (Testing)') 
 
    plt.xlabel('30% of dataset (328 days) (Testing Set)') 
    plt.ylabel(f'{labels[i]} Sales (Unit)') 
    plt.legend() 
    plt.show() 
 
# Create a dataframe to compare actual and predicted sales 
df_test_comparison = pd.DataFrame({ 
    'Actual Cakes': y_test['cakes'].values.flatten(), 
    'Predicted Cakes': y_test_pred[:, 0], 
    'Actual Pies': y_test['pies'].values.flatten(), 
    'Predicted Pies': y_test_pred[:, 1], 
    'Actual Cookies': y_test['cookies'].values.flatten(), 
    'Predicted Cookies': y_test_pred[:, 2], 
    'Actual Smoothies': y_test['smoothies'].values.flatten(), 
    'Predicted Smoothies': y_test_pred[:, 3], 
    'Actual Coffee': y_test['coffee'].values.flatten(), 
    'Predicted Coffee': y_test_pred[:, 4] 
}) 
 
print(df_test_comparison) 
 
# Calculate RMSE and MSE for each output variable 
rmse_scores = np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_test, y_test_pred, multioutput='raw_values')) 
mse_scores = mean_squared_error(y_test, y_test_pred, multioutput='raw_values') 
 
# Create a DataFrame to display the scores 
scores_df = pd.DataFrame({'Output Variable': labels, 'RMSE': rmse_scores, 'MSE': mse_scores}) 
 
# Display the scores 
print(scores_df) 
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SAMPLE APPENDIX 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


